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ABSTRACT
In this era of knowledge economy, it is of paramount importance to maintain quality in higher educational institutions. This study has considered three dimensions, namely, strategic planning, leadership and data & knowledge management to investigate (a) whether they exert any influence on the performance of higher educational institutions (HEIs), and (b) if that performance would lead to faculty satisfaction. For this, a total of one hundred usable responses from faculty members of both public and private universities in Bangladesh had been considered. Structural equation modeling technique was used to test the fitness of the research model, and the study hypotheses. Confirmatory factor analysis has been performed to ascertain the fitness of the measurement models. The full-fledged structural model indicates that strategic planning and leadership do not influence the performance of the HEIs; only data & knowledge management directly affects the performance of HEIs that also exerts positively on faculty satisfaction. The findings have important implications on the part of the top management of the universities operating in Bangladesh as far as implementation of strategic vision by the top management is concerned. The paper concludes stating a number of directions for future research in this regard.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this era of a globalized economy, ensuring superior performance by offering higher quality of products or services provided by an organization is paramount. There are a number of quality management frameworks practised by organizations to achieve this objective. One such framework is Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) established by U.S. Congress to create awareness in quality management issues and award the organizations for performance excellence (Porter and Tanner,
Since its inception in 1987, it has been widely used by organizations as a model of performance improvement (Evans et al., 2012; Ghosh et al., 2003). In 1999, education sector was added as another category to award the institutions for outstanding performance. There are seven criteria of MBNQA, namely, Leadership, Strategic planning, Student, stakeholder and market focus, Measurement, analysis & knowledge management, Faculty and staff focus, Process management, and Organizational performance results (Islam, 2005).

Higher education plays a key role toward developing a knowledge economy in a country. Higher educational institutions (HEI) are thus required to assess the quality of education being provided through their various programs (Donlagic and Fazlic, 2015). As stated above, various aspects that impact this quality of program offerings include, among others, role of administrative leadership, strategic planning, process improvement, customer focus, etc. Specifically, in an institution of higher learning, faculty members are considered internal customers and a key stakeholder in the overall process of imparting quality education (Raouf et al., 2007). Issues of how the relevant antecedents interplay in effective management of HEI performance and consequent faculty satisfaction thus call for a closer scrutiny in these times of fiercely competitive higher education landscape.

In a developing country like Bangladesh, over the last decade there has been a rapid proliferation of the number of private universities that cater to the needs of a growing population in the area of higher education. Faced with intense competition in their external environment, universities are grappling how best to provide quality education with their limited resources (Angell et al., 2008). It is, therefore, pertinent to focus on the role of the quality dimensions that would affect the performance of the country’s higher educational institutions (HEIs), which, in turn, could bear upon the level of faculty satisfaction. This study thus considers three important dimensions vis-à-vis MBNQA model, namely, strategic planning, leadership and data & knowledge management, and investigates (a) whether they exert any influence on the performance of higher educational institutions (HEIs), and (b) if that performance would lead to faculty satisfaction.

While the MBNQA model has been widely applied in manufacturing and other service industries, there is a relatively smaller number of studies conducted in the arena of higher education, particularly in the context of a developing country. The extant literature reveals that no study had been done in the context of higher education in Bangladesh using MBNQA as the theoretical perspective. This apart, as suggested by Badri et al. (2006), faculty members from both public and private universities were not considered in prior research. As the country is attaching significant importance in the tertiary level of education, this study is expected to fill the lacuna in this arena of research, and bear some implications on the part of the management of the institutions of higher learning.

The paper is organized as follows: after this introduction, a brief literature review on the research variables and the related hypotheses is provided. This is followed by the methodology section that includes the sample size, sampling technique, data collection and data analysis. Next, the findings of the study are presented with a discussion on their possible implications for the administrators in the institutions of higher learning. The paper concludes by stating the study limitations and offering a few suggestions for future research.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
This section presents a brief overview of the research variables as well as the related literature in developing the research hypotheses. The research framework as illustrated at the end of this section comprises three exogenous variables, namely, strategic planning, leadership, and data & knowledge management; one mediating variable, i.e., performance of HEIs, and one endogenous variable, namely, faculty satisfaction.

2.1 Strategic Planning & its impact on HEI Performance

Strategic planning is an exercise undertaken by an organization that helps its managers deal effectively with the challenges posed by its competitive environment (Owolabi and Makinde, 2012). There is a plethora of studies that shed light on the existence of a positive relationship between strategic planning and corporate performance (Robbins et al., 2015; Mcllquham-Schmidt, 2010). Schendel (2009) stated that strategic planning is not only concerned about dealing with uncertainty in business environment but also geared to stimulate the employees of an organization to improve performance. This view is also shared in other studies, where the authors observe that strategic planning has positive correlation with the performance of an organization (Anastasia, 2012; Daniel & Martinez-Costa, 2009). Organizations are required to address strategic planning as it helps them respond to the continual interaction of internal environmental factors with the dynamic nature of the external environment (Pearce and Robinson, 2011).

In the context of higher education, strategic planning is considered vital for making informed decision-making, setting priorities, and enhanced performance (Albon et al., 2016; Rowley et al., 1997). In recent times, universities are confronted with numerous challenges in their environment, such as, growing demand for quality academic programs, changing demographics, industry requirements, social needs, etc. As a result, universities are engaged in a strategic planning process to adapt to this rapidly shifting environment (Angell et al., 2008). In this era of knowledge generation that takes place at an exponential rate, and creates numerous challenges for universities, the need for rigorous strategic planning in higher educational institutions is of vital importance. It can help universities offer innovative programs and create a niche in its competitive environment for its sustainable performance (Aleong, 2007). From the above discussion, thus, the following hypothesis may be inferred:

**H1: Strategic Planning has a direct impact on HEI Performance**

2.2 Leadership & its impact on HEI Performance

Leadership is the process of influencing others to work with enthusiasm toward attaining organizational goals (Newstrom and Davis, 2002). It is considered one of the most important determinants on organizational processes. There is evidence available suggesting that leadership exerts a positive significant effect on organizational performance (Changiz, 2011). Though success of the organization relies on everyone’s involvement in quality management initiatives, the responsibility of top management is imperative (Deming, 1982). In the extant literature, it is found that the leadership is classified as a driver of quality management implementation process (Meyer and Collier, 2001; Pannirselvam and Ferguson, 2001; Winn and Cameron, 1998; Flynn and Saladin, 2001).

There is a large number of studies that consider leadership as a key variable (Lomas, 2004; Owlia and Aspinwall, 1997). In a university, one of the most important initiatives that can be undertaken by administrative leadership pertains to accreditation (Di Nauta et.al, 2004), as it helps them evaluate quality of a whole university or any particular
program that conforms to pre-determined quality standards (Vlasceanu et al., 2004). Besides, leaders are also concerned about collaboration programs with other universities as it supports research, training and knowledge transfer in this age of information explosion. In recent years, the leaders are ready to spend resources to improve their position in ranking of a university in order to maintain their competitiveness in the market (Maric et al., 2010; Azoury et al., 2014). The above discussion leads to the following hypothesis:

**H2:** Leadership has a direct impact on HEI Performance

### 2.3 Data & Knowledge Management and its influence on HEI Performance

The effective use of IT is an essential element of competing in a knowledge-based economy, and educational institutions have made increased usage of this resource in attaining their objectives (Shah, 2014). It can provide administrators and teachers with the information required for informed planning, policy making and evaluation. As a vital resource, information plays a crucial role in every organization, and therefore, its management has attracted the attention of practitioners and academics as well (Opoku, 2015). When such information is leveraged as knowledge, its utilization would help the organizations to reap the benefits of a continually evolving business landscape in a knowledge-based economy (Hung et al., 2005). Management of data and information requires a closer scrutiny of various types of analyses, such as, trend, cause-and-effect, correlations, etc. through various statistical tools and methods (Evans, 2007); in an educational setting, this may include trend analysis of student enrolment in various disciplines, correlation between the performances of students in their admission tests and cumulative grade point averages, alumni performance, faculty research output in reputed journals and conference proceedings, funding allocated by an HEI and its effect on faculty performance and satisfaction, etc.

In their study, Abugabah et al. (2009) contend that information systems are thought to have significant impact on users’ jobs. In their qualitative study, Martin and Thawabieh (2017) explored the benefits of big data and analytics on the performance excellence in higher education. As reported in the study, the findings pointed to a positive effect on HEI performance through the use of cloud computing and other decision-tree algorithms. In their study conducted in fifteen universities in Jordan, Bani-Hani et al. (2009) observed that there exists a positive relationship between MIS and HEI performance. Besides, as validated by Zack et al. (2009), knowledge management is found to have a positive effect on organizational performance. The preceding discussion thus leads to the following hypothesis:

**H3:** Data & Knowledge Management has a direct impact on HEI Performance.

### 2.4 HEI Performance and its impact on Faculty Satisfaction

Organizations performance comprises the actual output or results of an organization achievement as measured against its intended goals and objectives. Organizations adopt performance measurement because it creates accountability, provides feedback to operations, and result in more effective planning, budgeting and evaluation (Ammons, 2001). In an HEI setting, the performance indicators would include, among others, ranking by independent agencies, stakeholder satisfaction, number of publications coming out of the faculty-industry partnerships, collaborative partnerships with other institutions (Arif & Smiley, 2004), faculty publication, community outreach and engagement (Ballentine & Eckles, 2009), etc.
Faculty satisfaction is an important aspect in higher education that contributes significantly to their organizational commitment and work engagement in their institutions (Manalo, et al., 2020). To achieve quality education and cultivate resourceful faculty members, faculty job satisfaction is a key parameter; its various dimensions should be studied because satisfaction is translated into higher productivity and performance of individuals in the organization (Macerinskiene & Vaiksnoraite, 2006).

In a study conducted in Taiwan by Yang (2015), it was observed that most faculty members perceiving a positive institutional organizational climate as well as a relatively higher level of research resources and internationalization coupled with organizational justice tend to be more satisfied with their jobs. Moreover, issues like university ranking both nationally and internationally, students’ participation in different nation-wide or international competitions, getting recognition for teaching excellence, collaborating with national or international institutions on different research projects having impact on quality of education or to the society matter the most to faculty satisfaction as much as HEI performance of an institution is concerned. The above discussion, therefore, leads to the following hypothesis:

**H4:** HEI Performance has a direct impact on Faculty Satisfaction.

### 2.5 Research Framework and Research Hypotheses

The research framework as illustrated in Figure I includes three quality dimensions, namely, strategic planning, leadership and data & knowledge management; these dimensions are considered as exogenous variables. These variables are deemed to have a direct impact on the performance of higher educational institutions (HEI) culminating to faculty satisfaction. Thus, HEI performance (HEIP) has been considered as the mediating variable and faculty satisfaction as the endogenous variable.

![Figure I: Research Framework](image)

Based on the discussions in the preceding sections and as highlighted in the research framework, following hypotheses are stated as follows:

**H1:** Strategic planning has a direct impact on HEI performance

**H1(a):** Strategic planning has a mediated impact on faculty satisfaction through HEI performance

**H2:** Leadership has a direct impact on HEI performance
H2(a): Leadership has a mediated impact on faculty satisfaction through HEI performance
H3: Data & Knowledge management has a direct impact on HEI performance
H3(a): Data & Knowledge management has a mediated impact on faculty satisfaction through HEI performance
H4: HEI performance has a direct impact on faculty satisfaction

3. METHODOLOGY
A total of 215 questionnaires were distributed to the faculty members to the leading universities of the country. These are two public universities (the oldest university of the country, and the premier engineering university) and two leading private universities; in order to include more faculty members from public universities, one leading university outside the capital city was also considered. As for the faculty members chosen, purposive sampling technique was used where the faculties considered were employed as full time and had at least one year of experience in their respective universities. Out of 215, 100 usable questionnaires were considered after having done the data screening due to missing values, resulting into a response rate of 46%.

Data were collected using survey questionnaires containing various statements regarding the study variables. Respondents were requested to express their opinions vis-à-vis the statements on a 1-5 Likert scale. The measurement items constituting the variables were gleaned and modified from previous studies (such as, Sawaluddin et al., 2013; Badri et al., 2006; Rowley et al., 1997; Di Nauta et al., 2004; Winn & Cameron, 1998; Vlasceanu et al., 2004; Opoku, 2015; Chau, 1996; Lam & Zhao, 1998).

In order to test the research hypotheses, structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied (Kline, 2010). It is a two-stage method (Byrne, 2010): measurement model & structural model. Measurement models were tested through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Fit indices considered for model fitness were Normed Chi-square, RMSEA & CFI with their threshold points set at < 2, < 0.08, and > 0.90 (Hair et al., 2010), respectively. In order for any scale item to load on a particular construct, a factor loading of 0.40 is set as the cut-off point (Majzub, et al., 2010) in this study.

4. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This section presents the demographic profile of the respondents, descriptive and reliability measures of the study variables, results of confirmatory factor analyses of measurement models, and the full-fledged structural model done by AMOS version 16.0 that highlights the results of testing of the research hypotheses.

4.1 Analysis of Demographic Variables
Table I presents the demographic profile of the respondents that include their gender mix, academic qualifications, designation, and length of their teaching experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As seen from Table I, out of 100 respondents, 78 are male and 22 are female. In terms of their academic qualifications, 60 faculty members were having Masters degrees and 20 were PhD holders. In terms of their designation, 50 were lecturers; this is followed by those at the level of assistant professor (28%), associate professor (11%) and professor (11%). When it comes to their teaching experience, more than 50% of the respondents had 1 to 5 years followed by those with 6 to 10 years (24%), and others above 10 years (21%). As far as their position is concerned, 4 were Head/Chairman of the departments, 1 was the Dean of an engineering school, while 20 faculties held different administrative positions, with the rest having academic load only. It is to be mentioned that faculty members from both public and private universities participated in the study with their number being 24 and 76, respectively.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics and Reliability
The descriptive statistics of the five variables are shown in Table II through their mean and standard deviation. Besides, the reliability of the scale items concerning each variable as mentioned by Cronbach Alpha is also presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Planning (STPL): (5 items)</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (LEAD): (4 items)</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data &amp; Knowledge Management (D&amp;KM): (4 items)</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI Performance (HEIP): (4 items)</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Satisfaction (FSAT): (4 items)</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The five items in strategic planning refer to establishing vision (sp1), responding to changing environment (sp2), involvement of faculty members in strategic planning (sp3), emphasis on research in line with industry demand (sp4) and making necessary infrastructural support (sp5); the four items in leadership comprise support of top management (adl1), promoting a culture of teamwork (adl2), transparent & fair process in HR recruitment (adl3), and demonstration of ethical consideration (adl4); the four items in data & knowledge management include MIS in measuring research performance (dim1), subscription of online research databases (dim2), maintaining & updating alumni directory (dim3), and online availability of academic information (dim4); the items comprising HEI performance refer to focusing on international accreditation (heip1), collaborative/exchange programs with reputed universities (heip2), ranking by different national & international bodies (heip3), and organizing events of significance (heip4); the four items in faculty satisfaction consider high morale (fsat1), pride in job (fsat2), reward for excellent performance (fsat3), and overall satisfaction (fsat4).

From Table II, it is observed that the means of each of the five variables fall below 4.0, the value that corresponds to ‘agree’ on a 1 to 5 Likert scale used by the respondents to provide their opinions. This would imply that there is room for improvement in all these five areas pertaining to the arena of higher education in the country.

As for the reliability measures of the study variables, we can say that all the scales demonstrate adequate internal consistency as the values of Cronbach Alpha of all the five constructs meet the threshold point of equal to or greater than 0.60 (Hume et al., 2006; Norman and Streiner, 2010), with SPL (strategic planning) having the minimum value of 0.64 and FSAT (faculty satisfaction) being the maximum value of 0.80.

### 4.3 Analysis of Measurement Models

In this section, the measurement models of the five constructs are tested through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with the three indices, normed chi-square, RMSEA and CFI considered to measure the fitness of the models. The results of CFAs are presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Normed Chi-Square</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>CFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Planning (STPL)</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (LEAD)</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data &amp; Knowledge Management (D&amp;KM)</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI Performance (HEIP)</td>
<td>1.683</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Satisfaction (FSAT)</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of CFAs indicate that the measurement models meet the threshold points of the fit indices. As far as factor loadings are concerned, except a few, namely, sp1, al1, heip3, all the other loadings are deemed adequate as these exceed the cut-off point of 0.40 set in this study. These three items are, therefore, omitted while illustrating the full-fledged structural model.

### 4.4 Analysis of Structural Model
Figure II shows the full-fledged structural model showing the inter-relationships among its five constructs. A look at the modification indices revealed the necessity of putting an earring among the pertinent error items of the construct, named strategic planning (STPL). Once the earring is provided, the fitness of the model was better achieved with the fit indices (normed chi-square: 1.402, RMSEA: 0.064, CFI: 0.920), thereby adequately meeting their cut-off points of < 2, < 0.08, and > 0.90, respectively.

From Figure II, it is observed that the constructs exhibit adequate convergent validity as all the loadings have values of above threshold point of 0.40. From Table IV and Figure 1, it is observed that two path co-efficients, namely, D&KM→HEIP and HEIP→FSAT prove to be statistically significant at p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively, while the other two, i.e., STPL→HEIP, and LEAD→HEIP do not appear to be statistically significant. It can, therefore, be inferred that two study hypotheses, namely, H3 (Data and Knowledge Management have direct effect on faculty satisfaction, and H4 (Performance of HEI have direct effect on the faculty satisfaction) are validated by the data. The other two hypotheses, H1 (strategic planning has a direct effect on performance of HEI) and H2 (leadership has a direct effect on performance of HEI), are not supported by the model (Table IV). As for the mediated effect, only H3(a), which corresponds to the effect of data & knowledge management (D&KM) on faculty satisfaction (FSAT) through HEIP, is supported, while the other two, H1(a) and H2(a) are not supported.
The model in Figure II further demonstrates that three exogenous variables, strategic planning (STPL), leadership (LEAD) and data & knowledge management (D&KM) in combination explain for 82% variance in the performance of HEIs and 54% variance in faculty satisfaction through the performance of HEIs.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

The study shows that two study variables, viz., strategic planning and leadership do not seem to affect the performance of higher educational institutions in the country. This falls in line with a previous study (Owolabi and Makinde, 2012), where the authors argue that effective implementation of strategic planning requires the involvement of all internal stakeholders, especially the staff working at various levels of a university. Apart from establishing strategic vision, its proper communication by the leadership across all hierarchical levels is extremely important to have a positive effect on institutional performance. This however, is not prevalent in HEIs, and Bangladesh is no exception. Lack of strategic planning, as observed by the authors, encompasses a myriad of challenges facing the universities that may comprise lack of seriousness on the part of the management in articulating the university vision and mission, non-existence or non-compliance of academic calendar, low quality of intake and graduates, community outreach activities, etc. Particularly, at the tertiary level of education, being accredited and ranked by a reputed organization is an important indicator of a rigorous strategic exercise as well as focused leadership that has a corollary effect on the higher performance and image of an HEI (Di Nauta et.al, 2004). However, the issue of getting accredited and ranked by reputed international bodies is conspicuous by its absence in an overwhelming majority of universities in Bangladesh. It is thus imperative that HEIs should establish and communicate strategic vision guided by strong leadership, involving all faculty members and staff which would facilitate the process of realizing these above-stated institutional goals and objectives.

The current study demonstrates that data and knowledge management exerts a significant impact on the performance of HEIs in Bangladesh. This is validated by prior studies (Zain et al., 2004; Telem, 1999). This finding may be attributed to the assessment of research performance by faculty members, online availability of academic information, such as course & curriculum, academic calendar, students’ results and other related information; this is also shared by (Gurr, 2000). This apart, subscription to research databases and maintaining the alumni database also seem to have contributed to this effect. However, dissemination of information to the relevant stakeholders concerned is yet to be fully online-based. HEIs in the country need to pay attention to this issue by instituting a robust technology infrastructure in respective institutions (Shah, 2014). Besides, the alumni should be involved and their valuable inputs taken in designing as well as updating the curriculum that would go a long way in providing skilled graduates with employability skills to the industry.
The present research finds that the performance of HEIs has an impact on the satisfaction of faculty members. This may be due to the fact that the departmental leadership tries to foster a culture of teamwork among its faculty members, and carry out the task of recruitment of staff in a fair and transparent manner. Besides, the universities have taken up collaborative programs with reputed foreign institutions, and played a leading role in organizing events with industry and other organizations on a regular basis; these seem to have had a positive impact on the level of satisfaction of the faculties serving in the universities. This finding is supported in previous studies (Arif & Smiley, 2004; Yang, 2015) as well. However, as stated earlier, the issue of the universities not being ranked by recognized international bodies has been raised by the faculty members and HEIs in the country should strive to gain international acclaim of their academic and research activities through a concerted effort of all the relevant stakeholders concerned.

6. CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present study investigates the impact of quality dimensions on the performance of higher educational institutions (HEIs) of Bangladesh and its possible fallout on faculty satisfaction. For this, faculty members from both public and private universities have been surveyed through a structured questionnaire. 100 usable responses with a response rate of 46% are considered for data analysis. Structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied to test the research hypotheses. The findings of the study demonstrate that only data and knowledge management exerts a positive effect on the performance of HEIs that as well positively influences the satisfaction of faculty members working in their respective universities. However, neither leadership nor strategic planning seems to have any direct bearing on HEI performance.

The current study has some limitations; these along with a few suggestions for future research are presented below:

- This study was done with 100 faculty members and in only five universities; besides, an overwhelming majority of the respondents are male compared to female faculties though an increasingly greater number of female faculties are joining the workforce in the universities of Bangladesh. Thus, a much bigger sample size with more private and public universities and a fairly equal gender mix of the faculty participants should be considered in any future study in order to get a better insight into the prevalent scenario of the effectiveness of performance of higher educational institutions in the country.
- Only four dimensions of MBNQA were considered; other dimensions should be incorporated to examine both direct and indirect impact on faculty satisfaction. The various scale items comprising the constructs considered in this study may need to be further refined. Apart from satisfaction, other variables such as faculty turnover intentions or faculty engagement might also be investigated in any subsequent research in this area.
- This is a cross-sectional, quantitative study; longitudinal studies with a mixed-method approach could be done in any future investigation.
- Structural invariance of the model may be performed to test the moderating effect along some pertinent variables, such as gender, designation, public versus private universities, etc.
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